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Ideally, vacuum chambers should have only permanent seals and no
temporary or demountable seals.  In some applications, only permanent
seals are used, such as the “tip-off” or “pinch-off” seals in glass chambers
such as electron tubes.  Other permanent seals are fusion welds, metal
pinch-offs, glass fusion joints, etc.  Generally, vacuum coating systems use
temporary or demountable seals to allow joining of components and access
for cleaning and reaching or removing fixturing.  Some of these seals are
“broken” more often than others.  Early vacuum seals used melted wax and
rubber stoppers.

The most common seal is the elastomeric “O-ring” seal.  This contin-
uous seal is typically retained in a groove of a specific geometry.  When
deformed, the O-ring exhibits a force (pressure) on surfaces in contact with
the elastomer.  The O-ring size and groove are designed so that when there
is surface-to-surface contact, the O-ring is deformed to give a predetermined
pressure and area on a surface.  The “sealing surfaces” should be smooth
and free of scratches.  The wrong diameter O-ring seal can give poor sealing
(vacuum leaks).

There are a number of elastomer materials that can be used as a
sealing material.  These include neoprene, Buna-N, silicone, Viton™, and
Kelrez™.  Materials such as Teflon™ that “take-a-set” on deformation are
generally not suitable for elastomeric sealing because the sealing pressure
decreases with time.  The cost of a seal can vary widely with material,
processing, and inspection. 

Factors that determine the seal material to be used are: cost (original
and replacement), temperature to which the seal must operate, outgassing
rate (if applicable), chemical resistance (if applicable), tendency to
produce particulates (if applicable), lifetime, etc.  Inspection of seals may
include X-raying to make sure that there are no metal inclusions that can
cut the material on deformation.  Seal packaging can include bake-out and
cleaning before packaging.  Seals should be of a size to fit the O-ring groove
without stretching or compressing.  If it is necessary to make an elastomer
seal, use O-ring material of the proper diameter, cut to length, and glue
together using SuperGlue™ (cyanoacrylate).

Viton™ is a common vacuum sealing material.  It has a low outgassing
rate, low gas and vapor permeation rate, fair chemical resistance, and good
thermal tolerance (to 200°C).  Unfortunately, the term Viton™ can be
attributed to rubber blends that include Viton™ material, so care must be
used to specify 100% Viton™ rubber for vacuum seals.  Other elastomeric
materials such as Kelrez™ are more chemically resistant than is Viton™
but cost a great deal more. 

Elastomer seals meet their greatest challenge in their use on access
seals that are opened and closed often.  The elastomeric properties are
cycled many times, but in addition they are subjected to many forms of
abuse.  Because they stick out above the surface of the groove, they are
subjected to scrapes and cuts when the seal is open.  When the system is
cleaned, particles may be deposited on the O-ring and in the groove, particu-
larly at the bottom of the chamber.  When the seal is closed, these particu-
lates wear and cut the O-ring material.  This is one advantage to having the
O-ring groove in the door rather than the main part of the chamber (tank).

A disadvantage to having the O-ring groove in the door and the flat
sealing surface on the main part of the tank is that the flat sealing surface is
more likely to be scratched as operators work in the chamber or fixtures are
moved in and out.  Scratches can lead to vacuum leaks, and on large
surfaces they are difficult and costly to re-machine!  It may pay to have a

method of protecting the sealing surface while work is going on in the
chamber.  Small scratches in a sealing surface can be removed by careful
polishing and leaving any scratches parallel to the axis of the O-ring.

There is the perpetual argument as to whether to grease the O-ring or
to use it dry.  When being deformed, an O-ring slides over the surface.  A
little vacuum grease lubricates this sliding and fills in small scratches on
the sealing surfaces.  A disadvantage is that the grease accumulates debris,
and the O-ring needs to be cleaned and re-greased occasionally.  This in turn
has the advantage in that this can be an opportunity to inspect the O-ring
for cuts and abrasion.  If you are using a mild steel vacuum tank, the grease
helps keep the sealing surfaces from rusting.  Take your pick! 

To clean an O-ring, I take a paper towel, wet it with acetone, and wrap
the towel around the O-ring.  I put my hand around the towel and apply a
little pressure as I pull the O-ring through the towel.  After I do this several
times, I put vacuum grease on my fingers and draw the O-ring through my
fingers.  Then, using dry towels, I try to wipe away as much grease as
possible.  Clean the groove using a towel and acetone.  Do not twist the O-
ring as you put it back in the groove.  Many O-rings have a ridge around the
circumference from the molding operation.  Use this as a guide to not twist
the O-ring. 

A small notch leading down to the base of the O-ring groove on the
atmospheric side aids in removing the O-ring with a small plastic tool
without the danger of cutting the O-ring.  A series of such notches around
the seal allows better helium leak detection process if necessary.

Large seals are often held closed by atmospheric pressure.  Smaller
seals may be held together by bolts or clamps.  The threads of the bolts
should be coated with a dry lubricant such as molybdenium disulfide or
coated with silver, a low shear metal.  If the seal is large with many bolts,
the bolts should be tightened in a pattern such as not to warp the flange.
The surfaces should be metal-to-metal, and all bolts tightened to the same
torque.

Some seals are not demounted (broken) very often.  They may be
elastomeric seals, but there are other types that may be of interest.  These
include the metal shear (knife-edge) seals (copper), and metal deformation
seals (copper, indium, aluminum, gold, and silver).  These seals are not
reusable.  There is also a spring metal “C” seal where the compression of the
spring metal from top to bottom supplies the sealing force.  These are often
coated with silver.  These types of seals have very low outgassing and low
gas/vapor permeation rates.

Inflatable elastomeric seals can be used when the sealing surfaces are
warped and don’t provide uniform pressure when “closed.”  These seals are
like bicycle tubes and are inflated under pressure.  When there is a gap
between the sealing surfaces, this technique will exert a uniform pressure
everywhere on the sealing surfaces no matter what the gap spacing (within
limits).  When used to retrofit a chamber, spacers must be used to give a
minimum gap between the sealing surfaces (i.e. not metal-to-metal) and to
hold the seal in place.

If a seal is not metal-to-metal and not bolted, each part of the
chamber should be grounded if a plasma is to be used in the chamber.
Electrically isolated surfaces in contact with a plasma can assume a sheath
potential that is different than other parts of the system.  This can affect
plasma uniformity.  Some O-ring sealed systems use copper/beryllium
contacting spring “fingers” to ensure electrical contact between sections
when closed.
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